Humanity is headed to the stars!

In the past few centuries exploration of the Solar System has resulted in experimental knowledge and rare resources. They were combined to create a new propulsion system, which allowed to break the space-time continuum – and as a result, travel faster than light speed.

Due to the multi-generational expansion over the Solar System, carried both by nations and megacorporations, it was necessary to propose a new way to rule. Solar Parliament has been created to take care of the administration. In accordance with the parliamentary law, Corporations received exploration and exploitation privileges in worlds around previously unknown stars.

You are members of the 4th Brigade “Explora”. Your unit belongs to the StarCorp Inc. corporation. You were sent to the moon of one of the Exoplanets located on the orbit of the star Sol Draconi Septem. The first geology expedition reported presence on the planet of enormous deposits of minerals, required for stable travel in subspace. A decision has been made to start exploitation. The moon is inhabited by the first to date discovered civilisation of intelligent Aliens, designated as SD7 Alfa. Apart from mining crews sent to the interior of the main continent of the moon, one more expedition has been sent. The previous expedition named the natives Draconians. The goal of the team was to map the area, perform geological research and establish contact with the aliens. A few days after the works started, all contact with the team was lost. Prof. Martin, the leader of the team, is considered dead.

Disclaimer! Remember, it's a narrative game. Roleplay as your characters!